《The Mysterious CEO》
Chapter 249 - New King (Part-2)
Immediately a word came to Liu Juan's mind, 'Betrayal'.
The look full of disbelief in her eyes was enough for him to read her mind. It seemed
that her trust always let her down, be it with Liu Ruolan, Bo Xiao, or Mo Jiang.
"You have very little trust in me." Mo Jiang commented making her narrowed her eyes
in confusion.
What did he mean?
"Jiang... My friend…" The man walked towards them and gave a friendly hug to Mo
Jiang.
"Michael, how are you?" The man, whose name was Michael, was big on friendly
gestures which were a little overwhelming for Mo Jiang, but he didn't reject it.

"Excellent, as always." Michael shrugged while his eyes narrowed to see the person
behind Mo Jiang.

His overburdening gaze made her shrank behind Mo Jiang, but she didn't blink her
eyelids and continued to look back towards Michael.
"Little bunny or tigress or both. Still, hard to find." Michael murmured but Liu Juan
still heard him.
Michael and Markus were enemies. Like Liu Juan worked for Mo Jiang as his
secretary with the intention to kill him, Liu Juan also worked for Michael as his
secretary where she always pretended to be like a scared little bunny in front of him.
Michael wasn't smart like Mo Jiang, so he revealed many important information in
front of this scared little bunny. Liu Juan, just performing her job as an undercover spy,
conveyed those pieces of information to her team. This resulted in Markus attacking
Michael in his place after getting all the important information to kill him.
At the time of the attack, Liu Juan showed her ferocious tigress face to Michael when

Michael got to know who the black sheep in his team was.
Although. Liu Juan couldn't kill Michael at that time, she left a deep scar on Michael
by jabbing into his right eye to the point that not only did he lose his right eye vision
which was beyond any form of treatment, but she also turned Michael's handsome face
into a hideous one that now even Michael couldn't gaze at himself without sunglasses
on his face.
Thus, hearing Michael's words, Mo Jiang agreed with him. Even he couldn't find the
true nature of Liu Juan yet that was why he was guarding up against her but now...
On the other hand, Liu Juan had no words. Michael wasn't the only one with whom
she did something so vicious, there were many more people. Thus, Liu Juan knew that
her ticket to hell was ready after her life.
However, it wasn't like these people would have gone easy on her if they had a chance.
Perhaps, they would be crueler than Liu Juan. But fortunately for her, she used her
smartness and speed to act on her enemies before they could get the chance to act on
her.
"I think we should go downstairs to have some tea." Mo Jiang tried to pacify the
situation, knowing that Michael and Liu Juan had a deep grudge between them,
especially Michael.
"Sure." Michael agreed but Liu Juan was quick to walk away already.
Perceiving that Mo Jiang didn't betray her yet, Liu Juan sat beside him and far away
from Michael.
"Markus's condition is like a rat who is hiding in his small hole with a fear that a cat
will come and hunt him down. All thanks to you." Michael took a sip of tea while the
excitement was glinting in his left eye as he had removed the sunglass to let Liu Juan
see what she had done.
When Mo Jiang saw Michael's face, he was startled and thought to sit far away from
Liu Juan as well as Michael disregarding the fact that Liu Juan was behaving like a
scared little bunny.
While Liu Juan didn't look at Michael as she knew what she had done. She didn't need
a reminder.
"It's a partnership between us. I wouldn't have taken over Markus's place without your
help. Besides, if you are really that grateful...Find Markus and kill him and take his
position so that this deal would end soon."

Mo Jiang's words made a frown to appear between Liu Juan's brows.
Partnership?
Their deal?
Why didn't Liu Juan know about all these things?
"I will... I will...that's why, I am here...to discuss the final plan..."
Michael and Mo Jiang were discussing the final plan of their deal in the presence of
Liu Juan.
Liu Juan was always present in all the meetings to discuss their plan and her
suggestions were always valuable that was why Mo Jiang called Michael here to
discuss the final plan.
However, Liu Juan didn't take part in this discussion except for sitting there.
Although Mo Jiang hadn't betrayed her yet, he did hide things from her, especially the
thing that Michael would take over Markus's position.
Then wouldn't it mean she would be stuck between the Devil and the deep blue sea?
Even if she would get freedom from Markus, what was the guarantee that Michael
wouldn't get his revenge for what she did to him?
By the time Liu Juan came back to her senses, she heard Mo Jiang "All right, we will
do as you say."
"Then we will leave tomorrow morning, all together. Isn't it wonderful, Little Bunny?"
After discussing all the things, Michael turned towards the girl who was the reason
why he wasn't the King of the American Underworld yet.
Although Mo Jiang and Liu Juan would also be the reason why he would become the
King of American Underworld, still, the future was uncertain and the past couldn't be
changed.
So would Michael trust her? Impossible!

